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A Multiple
Regression 
Approach for 
Compressive 
Strength
Modelling of 
Recovered Coarse 
Aggregate (RCA) 
Impregnated 
Concrete Matrix

Journal of 

Arunvivek,| Departmenterärztliche 
Volume 202 

https://ti 
https://tierarztlich 
erarztlich e.com/gal SCI 

lery/v40
92.pdf 

Dr.D.Rameshkuma| 
rDr.D.Ambika 

0303 
6286 

of Civil 
Engineering 40, pp.1188.

ering 1196. SCI e.com 

Indexed

Sustainable 
Water treatement| 
technologies:A 
review 
Tecnologias 
sustentables de 
tratamimieto de 
aguas una 

revision

Department Sustainability 

of Civil 

https://c 
uhso.uct.c 

https://dindex.pcitefactor index Agri, Food and l2021 0719 
3736 

Dr. Asha P Tom hp/saferelactor index 

article/vi 
ew/2474

Engineering ReearchEnvironmental 0ai.org

1OT Based Smart 

Aquaponics 
System With 

Fuzzy 
Baseddecision 
Making System 
And Machine

Learning Based

Prediction 
A Combinatorial 
Optimized 
Knapsack Linear
Space for 

Information 
Retrieval 

https://d 
Qi.org/10. 

30534/a Google Scholarcst/20200ogle Scholar 

119720|
20 

International 
Journal of 

Advances in luly 2020 2320 Computer
Science and 

Computer ISSN Gopika B, Dr. 

Vinodh P Vijayan 
Science and 

Engineering8 2602.
Technology 

Varghese S. 

Chooralil, Vinodh

P.Vijayan, Biju 
Paul, M. M. Anishin Science and 

Raj, B. 

Karthikeyan, G. 

Journal of 

Computers, 
Materials & 

doi:10.32 
G04/cmscI 

2021.012S 

796 

Computer
2021 

Engineering | Continua, Tec 

science Press 

Manikandan- 

Energy Efficient 

Sustainable City 
Monitoring Using | Vinodh P. Vijayan,| Computer

1OT Enabled
Wireless Sensor
Networks and 

Data Analytics 

https:/4i 
Seis.sinic 
a.edu.tw
ISESearc
h/pages SCIE 
View/Pap 
erView.jsf 
2keylda1
79 2408 

Journal of 
information 

2021 Biju Paul,Varghese Scienceand 
S.Chooralil, 

Science and 

Engineerin8| Engineering 

Challenges and 
its Solutions with 

Blockchain 
Technology 
Adoption in 

Enterprises 

Turkish Online
Journal of 

Qualitative 

Inquiry

https://w 
ww.toigi
net/index 
php/iour Google Scholar

nal/articl 
e/view/9
Z5/379

Computer
Scienceand 
Engineering 

2021 
Ranju S. Kartha 
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Energy efBcient

data aggregation 
and improved
prediction in 

cooperative 
surveillance 
system through ruthyEmmanuelence and| Transactions 

Machine Learning| 
and Particle
Swarm based

Optimization 

Neethu Maria John,
Neena Joseph,

dol: 

EAI Endorsed 10.4108/ 
eai.3-6- Scopus2021 Sr I Manuel

Computer

Engineering| on Energy We 2021.170 
and Simy Mary 014 

Kurian

Energy efficient 

data aggregation 
and improved
prediction in 

cooperative 
surveillance 
system through
MachineLearning

and Simy Mary 

and Particle
Swarm based

Optimization 

doi: Neethu MariaJohn,

NeenaJoseph, 10.11441 
EAI Endorsed

a Scienceand Transactions ##H**#*| 
Engineering| on Energy We 

Computer o8/eai.3scopus 6 
2021.170

Kurian 014 

http:L/w
ww.wars 
e.org/114 
CST/statiGoogle Scholar
c/pdf/file 
Lijacst08 
272020p

kshath
An Enhanced
application for 
nutrition intake 

detection using
Deeplearning 
and loT 

Prabhakaran, International 

Amrutha Journal of 
Computer ISSN:232Jul/20

0 
Advances in Surendran, Anjali|Science and 

K Rejive, 

Anjana Babu,

-2602 Computer
EngineeringScience and 

Technology Neethu Maria

Energy efficient 

data aggregation 
and improved
prediction in 

Cooperative 

surveillance 
system through
MachineLearning
and Particle 

|Swarm based

Optimization 

Neethu Maria John,| 

Neena Joseph,
Nimmymol Manuel Science and Transactions #******,SruthyEmmanue Engineering on Energy e 

and Simy Mary 

doi: 

10.4108/
eai.3-6- Scopus

2021.170

Computer EAI Endorsed

014 
Kurian 
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ww.wars
e.org/114 
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/pdf/file 
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272020.p
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2602 
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International 
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USING DEVICE 

Journal of 
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wif based ad-hoc Joel Abraham,
network for 
disaster
management 

International 
Computer

Science and 
April SSN 

2319 
journal of Denny Salu 

Renjith CS, Tinu 
Thomas

computing 
Engineering |communication 2020 2720 

and networking 

June 

SmartTechie: An 

Online 
Examination 
System with 
Improved Use of 

Descriptive 
Answering 

Nishamol Shaji
Santhy Rachel 

Thomas,Shalu
Treesa, Sneha

International 
Journal of 

InformationMay- June 2319 
Systems and 

Computer
Sciences

Computer
Science and 

ISSN 

2020 
Engineering 7595 Philip. Tinu 

Thomas 

International 

SmartAmbulance Arya mol KSFebin

with Patient
Health 
Monitoring 

Journal of 

Advances in Jo Kurian Albin 
Shaji Adars 

Venisdesh,Merlin Engineering 
Mary James 

Computer
Scienceand 

ISSN 

Computer Jul-20 2320- Google Scholar

Science & 2602 

Technology(JA| 
CST) 

http://w
ww.wars
&org/llA

CST/stati 
/pdf/fle
Lijacst07 

272020p

International 
Journal of 

Fake news 

Detaction using 
Artificial 
Intelligence 

Arjun RajAjay
ThambiAakash Computer

Scienceand Kashyap.Merlin nEngineering| 

Advances in ISSN 

Computer Jul-20 2320 
Science & 2602 

Mary James TechnologyJA 
CST) 

DC Pe 
Analysis of ll-
V/Si 
Heterostructure 
Double Gate 
Triple Material

PIN Tunneling 
Graphene
Nanoribbon FET 

Circuits with 

Quantum
Mechanical 
Effects
Utlizing Radiant
Nanoparticles in 

Silicon for 
Balanced White
Color Adapters

A Novel
Approach to 

White Light 
Radiation From 
Slicon Based
Tunnel Junction

and 

ELECTRONI 
Journal of 

cOMMUNIC |Computationa l2021 
Electronics 

ENGINEERIN(Springer) 

10.1007/ 10.10074
10825- S10825

020- 

CS& 

1569 
8025 Dr.T.D Subash 020 

01649-5016495 
ATION

G 

ELECTRONI| 
10.1007/ |10.1007/ 
S12633 s12633-

020 

CS& Journal of 

cOMMUNIC |Silicon 1876 
990X Dr.T.D Subash 2020 020 

00739-0 00739-0 
ATION (Springer) 

ENGINEERIN 

ELECTRONI 
CS& 

COMMUNIc Journal of 

|SiliconATION
1876 
990X 

10.1007/ 10.1007/
s12633- s12633-

020 2020 020 
00599-8 0599-8

Dr.T.D Subash

ENGINEERINSpringer) 

G 

ELECTRONI Peer-to-Peer "Security 
Improvement in 

Block Chain

Technique 
enabled Peer to 
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10.10074 10.10074
s12083: 12083 
020 020 
90971w00971-

CS& Networking AUNIC and 1936 
6450 Dr.T.D Subash |2020

ATION Applications 
ENGINEERIN| (Springer), 
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"InAs/Si Hetero
junction channel 
to enhance the 
performance of 
DG-TFET with 
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Analytical Model"
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ticle/10.1 icle/10.1 
007 /s126 07/s126
33-02033-020 
00546:2 00546-2
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ENGINEERINSpringer). 
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Improved DC 

Performance 
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Application 
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COMMUNIcJournal of 
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10.1007/|10.1007/ 
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Dr.T.D Subash 2021 
ENGINEERIN Springer), 
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infectious disease
infuenced in 
modern era 
recent survey in 
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Volume
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EEE 
2021 3325-
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coday-ce/article |37 
prOceedin 4pii/S221 slist 
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|3/part/P |376598

72origin=result| 
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nanoparticles in 
silicon for 
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colour adapters
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990X 633 
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online.co 
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strength to weight ratio which shows gre.st integrily again 
the seismie loading. 

Ahatrm The owstainability »f Meinforced Cement Conerete 

materinl and s truetures will play predominant role in 
rwating rnvirunmental npacts. T'he alternative materíal for 
natruction ot multi-stury structures ls the need of hour. The 
uhasitute materdal should be compatíble for construction as 
well as shnuld smstaned the selsnale forces during earthquake. 
The oulbssilule material taken is Tinber, being an orthogonal 
in aure, bebaves differently from CC with respect to 
ustie und physieal pruperties. tere, G+9 RCC structure and 
4 mtber otrucure ure eunbldered to ind the scismie 

II.LITERATURE REVIEW 

mpatibity of strueture, G+4 1imber model, RCC- timber 
model, sted- timber model are considering for the dyuamie 
Inading analylss. The building modeled in ETABS software 
usdng difterent materlal properties, The high sels-weight and 
hrittleneso uf conerete is mot favorable to seísmie prune 
ruetures wlhereas steel strueiures are 60%% Jesser in weigh 

trowgh they can withstand earthquake more elffeetively than 

Anuj Domale, L.G.Kalurkar (2018) presented a paper 
on Seismic Analysis of RCC and Stcel krane Structure hy 
Using ETABS. The study an attempt has becn made t 
analyze the seis1mic behavior of RCC and steel franes 

using Etabs 2015.The high self-weight and hritleness of 

concrete is not favorable to scismic prone siruclures 
whereas steel structures are 610% lesser in weight through 

they can withstand carthquake more cficctively than the 

concrete structures. Aim of the study to compare the 

seismic performance of G+6 and G+9 franmes for both sleel 

and RCC. For current study all frames are analyzed under 

cquivalent static method 1he nervir struetures 

Shubham Bhutada. P.D P:achpor. AK Sharma (2019) 
presented a paper on research on RCC and Tunber Aluli- 

Storey Structures using Response Spectrun Scareh. In ths 
study two geometrically identical multi-stury structures dre 

compared to find the seismic compatibility of iumber 

structure as compared to RCC structure. Both the buil1ngs 
were modelled in ETABS software using diflerent material 
properties. RCC and Timber, and were analysed us1ng 

Response Spectrum Analysis. Dilferent purameters were 

studied and compared for both the buildings like. shear 
force, bending moment. lateral story displacement and 

story shear. After analysis, it was concluded that timber 

structures can be built with lighter sections ds that of RCC. 

And due to much more flexibility of Timber Struclures. 

proper design of connections and their adeyquate streng1h is 

required to increase the stiffness of timber structures. 

Zheng Li, Minjuan He Xijun Wang . MinghaoLi 
(2018) presented a paper on Seismie perlormance 
assessment of steel frane inlilled wilh prcfabricalcd wind 

shear walls. Steel-timber hybrid structural systens ofler a 

modern solution for building multi-story structures with 

This paper 

Keywurdn Steel frame; HCC frume; Timber frume; Seismie 
Anulysis; ETABS2016 

I INTRODUCTION 
Concrete in a material that literally holds different places 
together. rom row houses and apart1nent buildings to 

hridges, viaducts and sidewalks, this inescapable grey 
naterial's importance to modern urban life is undeniable. 
Despite of its undeniable importance in day-t10-day 

research scholars construction purpose, 

cnvironmentalists and construction engineers are secking 
for a Complete allernale material to RCC, due 1o increasing 
amount of severe harnful environmental impact of 

material. There are however a number of alternative green 

building naterials that offer alternatives to conerete, and a 

lower environmenta) impact. And one of those alternative 

material is Wood or Tiimber. Timber still retains many 
advan tages over more industrial building materíals Iike 

concrele or sieel. 

many 

In lndia most of he peuple approached towards the 
cwnerele structure instead of steel as they find conerele as 

convenicnl and cost elfective in nature. But as India is 

becoming worlds second most populous country and the 

urea is just limited ihen vertical hike is in the building 
construction is very necessary. So, for construction of this 
mulistoried building steel can be a truly cffective material 
In all cngineering aspect. The use of steel as a core 

Construetion material is not yet become prevalent in India 

ias is n other developing wbere maximum construction

both commercial and residential high risc structures are 

bcing built of stecl. It is very stiff and they possesses high 

more environmentally-friendly fealures.
presents a comprehensive seismic pertormiaiee assessment 

for a kind of muli-story stecl-timber hybrid structure. In 

such a hybrid structure. steel moment resisting franmes are 
infilled with prefabricated light wood frame shear walls o 

serve as the lateral load resisting system (LLRS). In this 

paper, drift-based performance objeetives under 1arious 

hazard levels were proposed based on 
experimental observations. Then, a numerical model of the 
seismic 

'ublihd by, w ww.ijeri.org
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Abstract:- Bridges are the Wfelines and supporters for the 
improvisation of the rond network. Not only do the brldges 
help in tralie flow without uny interference but nlso malntnlu 
the safety of ronds. Due to this reasou the bridges design has 
gaincd much Importance.Due to the curvature in the bridge 
there will be large centrifugal reactions on the velhleles. Apart 
from the reaction a large torsionnl moment will be incduced on 

the supporting girders. This paper is basically concerned 
about the analysis and design of normal and curved bridge by 
STAAD Pro which contains a span of 100nm X 16m and has a 
4-girder systenm. The objective is to check the result for 
particular input design, properties and parameters and the 
approach has been taken from AASHTO standard design. 

The nodal displacement, beam property, conerete design can 
be easily found out performing the analysis and design 

method. 

bridges. The bridge which is under study is girder hridges 
subjected to some radius of curvature that is also known as 
curved bridge. The curvature in the bridges is usualy 
introduced to eliminate the support TCgular1ties r 

prescnee of imporlant structures which cannot be 
demolished. Due to the curvalure in the bridge there wil 
be large centrifugal reactions on the vehicles. Apart IrUm 
the reaction a large tuorsivnal moment will be ndued n 

the supporting girders. The columns location ad 
orientalion is also a major design category n briulges. 

When the columns are tilied from the normal angle the 
column is said to be skewed. Skewed column decreases the 
stability of structures. Skewed columns along with some 
degree of horizontal curvature to the bridges ereale a lou of 
instability. The devign of such bridges is always govemed 
by code books and tlesigned very carelully The siudy 
dcals with bridges subjected 1o seismi l»ads and its 

behavior when the bridge is curved horizontally al derk 
section and skewed at column or pier section. The bridye* 
will be subjected to many kinds of loads sueh as 
carthquake. wind and vibration loads created by the live 
load on the bridge. 

Keywords: Jgirder System, AASHTO, Curvature, STAAD Prn 

INTRODUCTION 
In Past, advanced mathematical methods were used for the 

analysis of the large structures such as Bridges, buildings 
ctc. Those methods are elaborated techniques. So, it takes 
too much time for designer to concentrate on the 
calculations. Nowadays, STAAD. Pro Software is being 
widely uscd for the analysis and design of buildings, 
towers etc. In this project, STAAD Pro. has been used for 
the analysis and design of a deck slab bridge in connection 
with STAAD. It becomes much more easier to assign the 
properties and other specifications in creating deck slab by 
the STAAD Pro. software. The various properties are to be 
considered in the analysis and design of the deck slab of a 
bridge which include section property, plate thickness, 
dead load, live load etc. Dead Load consists of its own 
weight and portion of weight of superstructure and fixed 
loads also. 

II. LITERATUREGAP
Duc to the curvature in the bridgr there will be large 
centrifugal reactions un the vehicles. Apart lron the 
reaction a large torsiunal mument will be induced on the 

supporting girders. Analysis is done lo the Normal straiyh1 
bridge and the outputs like bending moment. shear force 
and reactions are noted. The same analysis is done on 
Horizontally Curved bridge. The ecomparison is done 
between the analysis of Normal straight bridge and Curr cd 

bridge. 

OBJECTIVM 
From past few decades, the infrastructure has seen a 

great boom in the world. To access any inaccessible areas 
bridges were built. Hence building bridges became 
mandatory for infrastructure development. During the 
ancient time natural bridges were created by nature, as in, 
tree trunks extended to the inaccessible areas. Then 
humans started building their artificial bridges to travel to 
other side of the valley or non-transportable point. The 
bridges built by hunans were usually made up of wood or 
bamboo thatch. As the population increased the need for 
bigger and sturdier bridge was more. This led for 
innovation in bridge building techniques thus many types 
of bridges were formed. There are many classifications of 

To delermine deflection. bending nioment. reaction 
and shear force of normal bridge. 
To determine deflection, bending moment, reaction of 
horizontally curved bridge. 
The comparison is to be done on the analysis belween 
the Normal bridge and curved bridge 

This study can be used for knowing the gfectiveness
of the curvalure of the curved bridge To desngn the 
bridge with a clear calculation
By this study the additiongr clehcints nceded for the 
stability of the bridge ombng 
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Abstract In this paper, the effect of different stairease 
location during carthquake have been studicd in design of 

building, the staircase is generally not a primary part & 

considered secondary Structural member in the RC frame 

building. So, its ncgligence in Analysis & design causes 

vulnerabie damage in the structure. Here the staircase model 

in different location is compared to check how it affects the 

seismic perlormance of the building. 

cach 
mode.Later.theseresponsesarecombinedtodctcrininethetotal 

responscofthestructurebymodalcombinationmethods Thism 

cthodisperformedforthestructureswhoscnodcs.cvceptthefm 

damentalone,influcncetheresponsceofastructure.Responsesp 

ectrumistheestimationofmaximumresponses. 

A. Geometrical Properties 

Key words: Stair case, Story Drift, Base Shear, Eurthquake, 

Location 

Table 1: Geometrical Paramelers
Hcight of Building 
Column Size 
Beam Size 

Slab Thickness 

24m 

INTRODUCTION 
40tnXSIMmm_ 

Earthquake is an impulsive event and acts quite differently. 
The forec generated by seismic action of earthquake is 

different than other types of loads, such as, gravity, Dead 

load. Live load and wind load. It strikes the weakest spotin 
the whole Structural frame building. Ignorance in structural 

design and poor quality & maintenance of construction 

result many weaknesses & faults in the structure member 

and Structural Building also, thus cause vulnerable danmage 

to life and Stnuctural property of building. 

300mmX40Khn 

IS(mn 

Staircase Slab Thickness 200mn 
Story Length in N & Y 

Direction 

4m 

Each Ston Height 
No of bayS in X&Y dinecton 

In RC frame structural buildings, the primary structural 

system to resist Lateral & Gravity load are beams and 

columns. Besides, primary frame structural system, Some

structural member also contributes to lateral load resistance. 

These elements fall in the category of secondary systems. 

Secondary system can be structural secondary like staircase 
structural partition ete and non-structural secondary ike 

storage tanks, machinery etc. A special case of structural 

secondary members which are normally designed for non- 

seismic force; are concrete staircase 

In the present study, the effects of staircase on the seismic 

performance of the RC frame structural buildings of 

different plans have been studied in this paper with 

different structural seismic parameter e.g. Story 

displacement, Story drift & storey Shear. 

Fig.1 Plan of the builling 

B. Load Parameters 
The seisnmic paramctcrs considered in dynamic analysIs ol 

all the models are assumed as per IS I893 (Part 1) 2002 

The buildings are assumed to be in Zone 1v&V with the 

peak ground acceleration value of 0.36g. The importanee 

factor, I is taken as 1.5 (for important building). A lso, the

response reduction factor R taken as 5 lor SMRF system olf 

the buildings. The soil strata beneath the foundation 

assumed as medium soil. The gravity and imposed loads 

are taken as per IS 875 (Part I and 2): 1987, self-weight of 

the structure is calculated and imposed load is assumed tw 

be 3 kN/m2 for a typical residential building 

II. METHODOLOGY 

In this paper, linear dynamic analysis (response spectrum 

analysis) is performed using ETABS software. This 

analysis considers dynamic forces which are applied to 

thestructuresaspercode- 
baseddesignspectrum.lthelpstodeterminetheeffectofthehigh 

ermodesofvibrationanddistributionofforces.Inresponsespect 

rumanalysis,multiple mode shapes are taken in to 

consideration. Depending upon the modal mass and modal 

frequency, a response is read from the design spectrum for
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AbstractThe production of plastic is increasing at a faster rate. 

It is very dilicult to dispose this plastic waste as it ereates 
environmental pollution. Plastic bottles usually take thhousands 
of years to degrade and produce toxie fumes when incinernted. 

As a matter of fact out of every 5 discarded waste bottles only 1 

bottle is sent to the recycle bin. As a result huge mounds of PET 
bottles have been created on the carth's surface. For solving this 

problem, construction industry can take a step to utilize this 

plastic waste as a substitute for aggregates. This project is to 

examine the posibility of replacing coarse aguregate with 
plastic fibers in concrete cubes. In this work coarse aggregate is 

replaced partially with plastic ibers at different percentages 

(0%, 10%. 15%, 20%,) and optimum percentage has to be 

found. Several tests are done to determine the properties of 
concrete cube (150mm X 150nmm X 150nm) containing plastic 
fibers and its suitability as a construetion material. AIso 

properties of conerete mix with plastic libers was studied and 

compared with control mix with normal aggregates. The plastic 

fibers were used of aspect ratio 45 whose dimension is 90mm X 

so waste materials are best alternative to be used in 

construction. It not only reduccs the waste and pollution but 

also serves as an alternate material for aggrcgates in 

construction. Many tests have becn performed to cvaluate the 

properties of cement-composites containing plastic fibeTs as 

aggregates. This paper presents a review on the use of plastic 
fibers as coarse aggregate in concretc. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Ozbakkaloglu et al., 2017 performed various tests on 

mechanical properties of concrelte containing waste plasiic as 

a replacement of coarse aggregates under elevated and 

ambient conditions olf temperatue. The resulis showed that 

higher the replacement of (RPA's) in the specimen. lower is 

the corresponding workability of the mix. 

2013, found that as the size of the recycled plasticis 
increased, the Young's Modulus of the specimen decreased, 

and the compression strain increased. Jalali et al.. 2011. 

studied the durability characteristics of polymeric waste 

particlcs in concrete. Albano et al.,2009, done more tests for 

w/e ratios ( 0.5 and 0.6 ). and it showed that the mixes with 

10% replacement resulted lo have the best mechanical 

properties, and the mixes with 20% replacement resulled to 

have the lower compressive strength. Semiha et al.. 2009. 

carried out laboratory tests on the use of shredded waste PET 

bottles with GBFS and concluded that the mortar produced 

could be used as an earthquake resistant material. Its use 

proved productive for the environmental problems. Batayneh 

et al., 2007, evaluated the impact of wasle plaslic on the 

slump of' specimen. Partial replacement of fine aggregates by 

waste plastic aggregates upto 20% replacement was checked.

It showed that the slump was reduced tu 25% compared to 

the control mix for a 20% replacement of fine aggregates 

with plastic content. 

Liliana et al. 

Zmm.

Keywords Polyethyelene Terephthalene 
aspect ratio. 

plustic fibers, 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Plastic is a non-biodegradable malerial which takes hundreds 

of years to degrade. The global production of the plastic is 

about 150 million tons every year. Earlier the recycling

plastic botles came into existence but it did not work 

efficiently. Plastic can be reduced, reused and recycled. 

Reducing the use of plastic is a difficult task nowadays due to 

the nature of living of humans. So the other ways to reduce 

environmental problems caused by plastic are by recycling or 

reusing the waste plastic. The recycling of the plastic can be 

done only 2-3 times as the plastic tends to lose its strength 

afterwards. In fact 70% percent of the plastic is left out as 

waste every year. This plastic waste leads to various 

problems such as landfill problem, and if it is disposed in 

water bodies, it causes water pollution leading to the death of 

various aquatic lives. Hence there's a need to find solution 

for this problem of plastic disposal. Plastic waste can also be 

used to produce new plastic based products after processing. 

Many organizations along with government are vorking 

together to find solution for this and to build sustainable cities 

for the future. Replacing materials in concrete is one of the 

best solution for the disposal of plástic waste. lt has 

economical advantage along with ecological advantages. 

Nowadays there is a huge scarcity of construction materials 

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 

3.1 GENERAL 
Before casting the concrete specimens as per the ms des1gn. 

the detailed laboratory tests were done to know the material 

properties. The ingredients of concrete (cement, line 

aggregate, coarse aggregate) were evaluated as per IS 

specifications. 
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II. LITRATURE REVIEW 
Abstract- Slope stability analysis is one of the most 

inportant topie in geotechnical enginecring. For the 
construction of railways, embankments, canal, road 
Embankments, earth dams ete. we go for different slopes 
with differcnt geonmetrie conditions. If the slope is naturally 
made, the kind of problem is to check the sustainability of 
slope. 1f it is manmade type, the problem of choosing soils 
to build and other conditions vhich required for stable. 

The clear idea of this topic is to know the best suitability of 

locally available ill mnaterials. For this particular analysis 

done in latest version of plaxis 2D. Evaluation of the 
stability analysis for road embankment is not only a 
problem but also a challenge or Geotechnical Engineering. 
In manmade slope, the problem of choosing soil is an 
important role for stability condition. The main purpose on 

this study is to determine the stability of road nil 

Embankment according to the factor of safety and 

deformation. In this study, the stability of slope was 

modelled in scenarios (different fills, different inelination 
and various level of water table). Finite Element Method 
by Plaxis 2D was used in numerical analysis of slope. The 
result of this study showed the suitability of fill soil in 

embankment construction according to the comparative 
study of deformations, factors of safety. In collected fill 
soils, Clayey sand is most suitable for road il 
embankment. 

Stability calculation is perforimed to assess the safe 

design of human made or nalural slope likc embanknent 
and respeclively the cquilibrium conditions. The erm 
stability analysis can be explained as the resistance of 
inclined surface to failure by sliding or collapsing 
analysis aims for a safe design in tems of stability of 
subgrade embankment. The failure mechanism plans an 
important role in this study. Finite clement analysis is 
the best numcrical method for determining the stahilty 
problen. Widely adopted numerical technique tor 
analyzing geotechnical stability analysis on the suil 

based on plaxis 2D. Stab1lity of soil based on plaxis 21) 
stability of slope necds a large altenton for engincers n 
the field of construction as it 1s an important problem 

1. OBJECTIVES 

To study the effective stresses. active pore pressure 
excess pore pressure and total displacement of 
different soils using PLAXIS 2D software tor 
wheel loads by comparing three embankmen 
models. 

To study stability analysis of embankrment 
constructed with different soil fill 
Effect of slope stability in embankment 

Effects of stress deformation in each models. Keyvords-Stabiliy, deformations, factor ef safet, fil soils 
Effects of total displacement in each models.
To study active and excess pore pressure iactung on 
each models. I. INTRODUCTION 

Embankment plays a major role in the durability of 
roads. Embankment refers to comprising of various soil 
blends to comprising of various soil blends resulting in 
settlement due to load transferred from trafic. The 
different soil blends are used in this research. Stability 
soil blends are used in this research. Stability analysis of 
soil helps in studying the behavior of embankment 

underloading. Stability analysis is an important role not 

only in the construction of transportation facilities, 
failure of slope can be caused by movements within the 
human ereated cut or a combination of both. Reason for 

IV. MATERIALS USELD 
Materials used for this sludy are 

Sand 

Peat 

clay 

IV. PLAXIS -2D 

failure is usage of poor material as fill. The present work 
is focused on investigation the behavior of locally fill 
material when it used in road fill embankment by using 
Plaxis program in slope stability analysis 

A widely adopted technique, sofiware was firstly develuped 
by technical university of Delfi in 1987. Plaxis 3ieuraly 
analysis slability of solt soils. Ppbe sey usedm 
investigation of soil settlempFhe ýpur procedures enable 

the enhanced output faciltiesprövideadetailed presentation 
ANGALS mal 
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Abstract- In developing nations noise is a major pollutant to 

the environment Road traffic is a superior source of noise 

pollution and it has detrimental effects on human beings. Fast 

growing vehicle population in town in the recent years, has 

resulted in considerable increase in traffie on roads causing 
alarming noise pollution. Jn Kerala roads are in bad condition, 

and poorly maintained and has considerable number of vehicles 

outdated technology, the road traffic noise assumes much 
more importance. Noise affects human body in a number of 

ways ranging from Psychological to Physiological, eg, auditory 

damage, speech interference, sleep interference, general 
annoyance, reduces the working elficiency, increases blood 

pressure & fatigue etc. The main objective of this study is to 

3ware the public about the noisy environment with which we 

live today, due to the inereased urbaniuation and increased 

traffic intensity. Using AreGiS 10.7.1 software, noise maps are 

generated to make the awareness more straight. 

roads. are always hgher than the pTmbir a 
levels/Aimits presenbod by CPCB 

In 2010Avnish Chauhan[7] did AssessmTi 

Level in Disferent Zoncs of Hanidwar City and voncludcd i 

was also observed that higher noise level in he ciry s da s» 

rapid and unplanned urbanizztion resuling in sczt nfas uf 

people fromm all parts of the region. lack of suicient park1n 

spaces and exponential rowth. 

In 2011 Dev Pramendra11] and Singh V artik12j 
researched on Enviromentah Noise Pollutuon Moniring and 

Impacts On Human Health in Dehradun Ct: 

A. sOURCES OF NOISE 

Major source of noIse in the town is falfic n nm the 

motors and exhaust syslems of uiobiit A ii ra 

the roadway In gentraled by conructuon. comimrL i 3i 
political and religon aliit. and ceamiais il 
Noise levels and its unpact depnd un mtrasiz tur uninr 

of vehicles, road qual1ty. weather and cliniat Funher wures 

are factories. batching plants. railway satons, molut gar.ge. 

workshops and public address system etc. 

Keywords-Noise mapping, Arc GIS, Suund levcl analyser 

. INTRODUCTION 

The environmental condition of Kottayam town has becn 

changing abruptly along with the rapid growth of 
urbanization. Reckless use of homs and continuous vehicular 1. MATERIALS AND METHOIOLOY 
movement results the noise pollution problem in the town. 

The present study is an attempt to evaepaluate noise pollution 

load of Kottayam town due to urbanization activities and its 
detrimental effect on the human health and environment. The 

main use of noise maps is to identify and quantify the scale of 

noise problems and provide information for town planning 

and traffic management. Noise maps build in GIS can be used 

for analysis and management process 

A Noise assessment is the actual measusrement «f ih: nm 

levels. The NIOSH Sound Level Meter (SI 1) app combme 

the best features of professional und lenei meters and oic 

dosimeters into a simple. casy-to-use pachage. Derchopd by 
experienced acoustics engineers and hearing uss esperts 
Tested and validated (accuracy 2 dB) according tu stanadards 

in a reverberant chamber at the NIOSH dtvusiics lah the 

So many studies and researches have been done and being 

doing on this context; In 2008-2009, Dr. Santosh 

Rangnekar||) did survey on Noise Pollulion and its 

Management and found out that the average noise level for 

iraftie interseclions and silent zone shown some sampling 

stations with undesirable values. It was concluded that the 

only proper method to validate aceuracy The wurd lenel 

meter application was calibrated betre lakiny the
measurements. Sound level measurements durine peak tume 

moming (8-10am) and evening (3-5pm) w.ds caied oul in 

Kottayam town areas on both a working day and non working 

day. The noise level in Kottavam city was ohsen ed dur1ng 
different time intervals at different selected study kuatinn 
The study locations were iuentilied and grouped mto horc 

different zunes namely Conmmereial Z»ne. Silent /ume. 

Residential zune and Industrial Zone. Comnerehal vne 

inajor reason of noise pollution inside the city was due to air 

horns and vehicular movements. 

In 2013. S.U.Bande[2] completed a review on Road 

Tarlfic Noise Assesment in India and noted that noise incorporaled wil1 a lots of shopping malls. lourist alur.ulne 

spots elc. lt covers Baker Junction. Mali ot Jy. R.anhu y 

stalion, KSRTC Bus Stalion. 

Enterprises, Oxygen. Reliance, myi). Private Bus Stat4m 

The silent zone is incorporaicd with educational instiatons, 

hospitals etc. Jt includes Medical Colkge. A1 G UniverI. 

CMS, Baselius, Caritas, Collectrale, Bharah Hospilt! 

Residential zone covers the areas of SFS Flals Kodum.atha. 

environment of the study area may pose as a great threat to the 

health of dwellers of the study area in long tem. Therefore, a 

strict enforcement of law and regulation is felt in this regard. 

Nagambadom tBn 

In 2015 Jigna Patel[3] did a research on State of the An 

Review on Road Traffic Noise Mapping using GIS. Data 
collected and resulis analyzed indicate that almost on all major 

Kurishupally arecas, Skyline Kanjikuzhy. Souhritha Nagar Stl 
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Abstract-Water is one of the essential requirements of all 
livelihoods. Humans need water in mauy daily activities like 
drinking, washing, bathing, cooking, ctec. If the quality of water 
is not good, then it becomes unlit for drinking and other 
activities. A water quality audit is a study of an entity. It starts 
when water enters the premises and gocs up to the point where 
wastewater is discharged, critically examining all aspects of 
use. A water audit is an effective management tool for 

minimizing losses, optimizing various services, and enabling 
considerable water conservation. Drinking water safety and 
security is of high inmportance as it affects public health and 
economic life. These audits are an essential way for checking 
how the water quality is performing and ensuring that the 

drinking water regulations have complied. This audit 
recommends how to reduce the wastage as well as consumption 
of water. This paper focuses on understanding the quality of 

The site selected for this study is Poovanthuruth, Kottayam 
district. There are small-scale industries locatcd 
Poovanthuruth. The efluents discharged from the industries 
contaminate the well waler. Therefore the water is neo 
suitable for drinking purposes. So this study focuses on the 
quality of drinking water from the well of surrounding 
houses(near the industrial arca) al Poovanthuruth. Ii is. 

therefore, to check the watcr quality at regular ntervals uf 
time. The quality of water from the wells has signilicant 
importance because it is generally uscd for several purpises 

such as drinking, domestic, and residcntial water supplies. 
The quality of this water mainly depends on nuniervus 

interconnected parameters with a local and tempral 
variation which are influenced by the waler fow rae 

throughout the year [4). Organic and inorganic pollutants 

have been routinely detected at unsafe leves 
groundwater, rendering this important drink ing waler 

resource practically unusable [5). A proactive approach is 

needed to prevent human health and ecological 
consequences from ingestion of contaminated groundwater 

Water. 

Kewords:-Hater quality, uudit, hardness, alkalinity, pH. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Water is the source of life, and its security and safety are of 
paramount importance. Clean and safe water is an absolute 
need for a healthy and productive life. The quality of the 
water supply is vital in detemining the health of individuals 
and whole communities. The rates of these water bodies vary 
widely depending on the location and environmental factors. 
The safety of drinking water is today one of the most critical 
Issues since various hazards can threaten public health. The 

World Health Organization has recorded 27 different 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The groundwater quality parameters in the surrounding 
wells of Jawaharmagar. in the upper Mus1 catchment area of 
Ranga Reddy district in Andhra Pradesh was studied. ||| 
The bore wells data was collected from the study area tur 

two seasons, i.e.. post-monsoon in December 2007 and pre 
monsoon in June 2008. The groundwater was ac idie and 
very hard. It is done by using Are GIS software. The study 
reveals that the concentralions of major constiluents are well 
within the permissible limits of IS-10500-1994. except in 

few cases where total hardness and fluoride concentralions
are high. The fluoride concentration exceeded the 
permissible limit. From the analysis, it was observed that the 

groundwater is polluted in the entire study area. During the 
last few years, the utilization of surface and groundwater for 
drinking, manifolds, but consequently it is ubserved thal the 
water is polluted and atfecting the human health. sovil 
nutrients, livestock, biomass and environment in certain 

waterborne diseases and other water-related hazards. The 

safety of drinking water is increasingly recognized as a 

challenge. Contaminated water can cause epidemics, 
interrupl economic life, and create massive panic. 

Water quality audit is an effective management tool for 

minimizing losses, optimizing various uses, and thus 

enabling considerable conservation of water not in the 

irnigation sector alone but other sectors of water use such as 

domestic. power, and industrial as well. The quality of water 

is described according to its physical, chemical, and 

biological characteristics. It is, therefore, to check the water 

quality at regular intervals of time. Parameters that may be 
tested include pH, Temperature, Turbidity, TDS, Total 
Hardness, Chloride, Total alkalinity etc. Water quality 

auditing is an analytical technique that quantifies water 

usage and quality while simultaneously allowing for an 

investigation into the behavior aspects of water 
management. Water quality audit is an important 
management tool for effective conservation of water. 

areas. 

The Water Quality Index(WO) has bccn calculatcd lor 
different surface water resources, especially lakes. in 

Nagpur city, Maharashtra (India). for the scssion January to 

December 2008; comprising of three seasons. summer. 

Winter and rainy season. [2] Sampling points were selected 

based on their importance. The waler qualiKIndex PRINCIPAnde 
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Abstract-Wastewater is the water that cemanates from they cannot be a remedial option for trcatng the wasewiiler 

generaled by the increasing industrial activitlics. The 

wastewater that we are dealing with may contain niorc 

pollutants that are difficult to remove by the conventional 

1method, The wastewater that is to be rcated may conlain 

more contaminants that cannot be trcated by traditional 

methods. The mcthod of treatment to be uscd is decided by 

the nature of wastewater and therefore it is important to know 

the wastewater characteristics like COD, TS, VS and salt 

content [4-5]. 

domestic sources, restaurunts, cstablishment, industries, 

agricuiture lelds, ctc. Around 80% of all wastewater is 

dischargcd into the world's waterways, and it creates health, 

environmcntal and clinmate-related hazards. The dissolved and 

suspended organíc solids in wvastewater are "putrescible" or 

biodegradable. lt is important to treat the wastewater before 

discharging it. It is essential to reduce the impact created by the 

wastewater through different treatment methods and reuse the 

treated water for various purposes. The present study emphasis 

un various modern wastcwater treatment technologies and 

compare their efficiency with traditional treatment methods, 

and also find the end-use possibility of treated water. 

METHODOLOGY 

Keywords Wastewater, 

Traditional ireatment methods, water reuse. 

Even though more than 75% of the earth is covercd by water 

the availability of pure water is short. There are places in 

India where people are having difficulty in finding pure waler 

for their daily. needs So. it Is t>ential to use hal we 3 

carefully. The conventional method ol treatng wasiewaler 

helps in reducing the adverse cnvironmental and healih 

problem created by them. but the qual1uy of treatcd water s 

not up to the standards of pure water [6). Also. variouss 

modern treatment methvds, 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Water covers 71% of thecarth's surface and makes up 65% of 

our bodies. We use clean water for various purposes 

including cooking, washing, gardening etc. and finaly end up 

as wastewater. When water becomes contaminated, it loses its 

economic and aesthetic value, as well as posing a threat to 

our health and the sustainability of marine life that depends 

on it [1]. II is estimated that out of the total water supplied 

arvund 70% to 80% becomes wastewater. The wastewater 

human activities have created new contaminants n 

wastewater called emerging polutants. Their presence is

challenging for the conventional wastewater trcatment 

methods [7). In the present study, the cfficiency of modem 

technologies in wastewater treatment has been studied along 

that is generated is released into the natural water stream. 

Disposal of wastewater into the surface water sources causes 

significant issues and harms people's health the only solution 

for this is to treat the wastewater to the standards [2]. The 

bacteria, 

with their limitations. 

II. CONVENTIONAL WASTEWATER TREATMENT 

wastewater contains many pathogenic 

METHOD 

microorganisms, suspended solids, nutrients, minerals, toxic 

metals etc 
treatment was to reduce the number of suspended solids, 

oxygen-denanding materials, harmful bacteria, and dissolved 

inorganic compounds. However, in recent years more stress 

has been placed on improving the municipal treatment 

processes for the disposal of solid waste. In traditional 

wastewater treatment physical, chemical and biological 

processes are employed to remove organic matter, nutrients 

and solids from wastewater [3]. Preliminary, primary, 

secondary and tertiary treatments are the different treatment 

stages. Preliminary treatment includes the removal of coarse 

solids and other large materials from waslewater. The 

physical processes of sedimentation and flotation are used in 

primary treatment to remove organic and inorganic solids. In 

secondary treatment, the effhuent is treated to remove the 

residual organics and suspend�d solids. Tertiary treatment 

includes all operations and processes used to remove the 

pollutant not removed in previous stages. Even though these 

steps can improve the water quaiity of normal wastewater, 

Traditional wastewater treatment uses physical. chemical. and 

biological methods to remove solids, organic matler and. 

nutrients from wastewater. The different stages include 

preliminary, primary. secondary and lertiary 
several years t:e primary goal of wastewater 

A. Preliminary Treatment 

The objective of preliminary treatment is 10 separale loatmg 

materials like dead animals, free branches, papers. pieces vf 

rags, and also heavy settleable inorganic solids. This staye 

also helps in removing oils, grease, etc.. from the sewage. 

This treatment reduces the BOD of wastewater by 15-30"%. 

Screening. detritus lank, comminutors, loatation unil and 

skimming tanks are the various units involvcd in prcliminary 

treatment. Screening is uscd for the removal of îoating 

matter. Detritus tank is also known as rit chamber, is used 

for remova 

MANGALAMELLEGE OF ENGINEGRING 

Ettu

of sand and grit. Comminutors are used torG 

grinding and chopping large size suspended solids. Floatao 

units and skimming tanks are used to remove gisandotases 

(8. 
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AhstroctThe use of natural resourees in the process of water treatment, thus constitutes a potential promising ways to reduce on one hnnd, îhe high costs and environmental impacts due to the use of synthetic products used previously, and secondly allow as many people as possible nccess to drinking water. This will constitute therefore a major economic issue for developing countries. In conventional method of coagulation and Nocculation alum. ferrie ehloride and ferrous sulphate were tused as coagulant for elfective removal of turbidity. But in one of the research it is found that continuous use of alun has 

that continuous use of alum has caused everal problems affecting human health. It is found that aluninumn one of the causes for Alzheimer's syndfomc. So this study is mainly focused on decreasing alum dose with use of natural materials. Natural coagulants are natural based coayukants that can be used in coagulation process of waste waler treatment for reducing turbidity. The study imed to erahate the efficicncy of Artocarpus leierophyllus (JackInut sceed) 
powder, Carica papaya L. (papaya secd) powder barbadensis (Aloe Vera) gel and Arachishypogaca tPeanut) 
powder as coagulants in dairy waste waler and kitehen waste 
water samples collected. 

Aloe 
caused several problems affecting human health. So this study is mainly focused on decreasing alum dose with use of naturalmaterials. Natural coagulants are natural based coagulants that can be used in coagulation process of vwaste water treatment for reducing turbidity. The study aimed to, Carica papaya L. (papaya seed) powder , Aloe barbadensis (Aloe Vera) gel as a 
coagulant in dairy waste water and kitchen waste water samples collected. The experiments proved that turbidity and chlorides 
had reduced effectively. 

I. MATERIALS REQUIRED 

A. Carica papaya L. (papava sevd powder ) 

Keyvords Curica papaya L. (papaya), Aloebarbadensis (Aloe 
Vera). Arachishypogaeu (Peanut), Turbidity', Dairywaste, Kitchen 

Papaya is a tall herbaceous plant in genus carica wth ehhle 
fruits. These plants are grown in all parts of world. 

Vaste. 
B. aloe barbadensis (aloe vera gel) 
It belongs to Asphodelaceae famiy. and isa shrubby
arborescent, perennial, xerophytic, suceulent. pe green 
colour plant. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Water is a precious and essential natural resource, unevenly 

distributed on our planet. Freshwater represents only 2.5% of 
global supplies of water. About 70% of this freshwater 
quantity are either trapped under ice caps, or disseminated in 
the form of humidity or steam. Less than 1% of the world's 
freshwater. about 0.007% of planet's waters, are easily 
accessible to the various uses for development, 
The use of natural resources in the process of water 
treatment, thus constitutes a potential promising ways to 
reduce on one hand, the high costs and environmental 
impacts due to the use of synthetic products used previously. 
and secondly allow as many people as possible access to 
drinking water. This will constitute theresore a major 
economie issue for developing countries. In conventional 
method of coagulation and flocculation, alum, ferric chloride, 
and ferrous sulphate were used as coagulant for effective 
removal of turbidity. But in one of the research it is found 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Hemraj S.R et al (2019) made the experiment on daury 
industry which is one of the major source of food processing. 
These industries produce a huge amount of wastewater Such 
wastewater is to be treated by using naturally and easily 
available coagulants and then tests are to be carried o check 
the water different characteristics of waste waier before and 
after coagulation process. Natural coagulants used arc Jack 
fruit seeds and Aloevera gel. The mixed proportion of 
jackfruit seed powder and Aloevera gel are used as 
adsorbents. The maximum pereentage reduction of variga 
parameters can be observed at a dosage of 0.8 gm qNtk
Fruit seed. The max imum percentage reductuon gearous 

parameterS can be observed a dosago n Cra (iel EttumasOOr 
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Abstract-The rapid developments of materinls, construction 
technologies and structural systens have given rise to a 

signiticant increase of skyserapers over the past decndes. The 

reduction of the top drifts nnd base eore overturning moments 
under lateral loads, such as earthquakes nnd wind loads, has 
drawn increasing attention in the structural design of super-tall 

buildings. The principle of using an outrigger system to cnhance 

the structural lateral stirlness and overall stability is that the 
core-tube and the cxternal columns are connected by rigid 
horizontal cantilevers. Optimum locations for Installations of 

outrigger systems can be founded. Overall displacements and 

ateral drit can be reduced. Outrigeger systems cnhance the 
stifness af high-rise buildings by the introduction of stir 

outriggers at dilferent locations. The loads considered are as per 

IS codes. An ETARS model of 45-storey building is considered1 

for this study. 

stiffcned outriggers and belt truss at onc or d1ffercnt levcls 

The outrigger and belt truss system effcctivcly control tlie 

exCCssive drift duc to lateral load and minimize thc risk of 

structural and non-structural damagc. Outriggers are still 

elements connected to a structure corc to outer columns 
Whenever a lateral load is acting on an outrigger structure. 

column-restrained outrigger offers resistance to the core 

rotation. It induces tensile force and compressive torce in 

windward and leeward imega-columns resulting in an 

increased effective depth of the wholc structure 

m 

Keywords Outrigger, ETABS, Displacement, Drift, Time 

period, Belt Truss System 
. 

.INTRODUCTION 

i.i Generu 
The fascination of constructing tall buildings were started by 

the mankind from the early stage of Civilization. Human racce 

had always fascinated for height and throughout our history. 

we have constantly sought to reach for the stars, from the

ancient pyramids to today's modern skyscraper. Initially they

were constructed for defence purposes, however nOW a days 

it is been largely used for commercial, residential and mixed 

purposes also. 

Consequent development of urban population, constrained

availability of space. cost of plots, urge to preserve 

agricultural lands, significance of pride, 

technologies has contributed to construct tall buildings. 

Once the height of the structure increases, its stiffhess and 

strength decreases. Therefore an engineer will be having 

tedinus job of taking due concem about he various 

parameters such as strength, stability, displacements, storey 

drifis etc. The major loads acting will be vertical like gravity 

uad (Dead Load and Live Load), lateral like Earthquake 

Load and Wind Load. The main function of the structural 

elements is to withstand all these forces. 

.. 

Fig- 1.1: Structure with Outriggcrs and Outrigger with Bclt Truss 

advancs 

Fig- 1.2: 3D view of Outrigyer and belt Iruss beh inuss 

Tall structures can basically be simplified into a 

cantilever which is restrained at the base and free at the top. 

Even though gravity loads are the prominen' 10ads on the 

structure, lateral loads like earthquake and wind loads are 

dominant as they are unpredictable and lus the tendency to 

tilt and overturn the whole stnucture. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEWS 

2.1 General 

The literature review is the most mportant which 

has the similar stucies give on focus from recent paris of 

outrigger system of reinforced concrete frames to determine 

the research work using high seismic zone wind analyzvd. 

The concept of modeling and analysis used for purpose of 

improvenent iechnique and economically. 
1.2 Structural Behaviour of Ourigger Sysem 

The outrigger and belt truss system acs very important role 

to resist the lateral loads in the strucr:re. In this structure the 

external columns are tied to the central core wall with 

ulume 9, 1ssue 9 
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Abstract The resldential housing seetor (G+3, G+5, G+6 etc.) 
use of steel has increascd, but RCC construction still 
predominates the Indian construction business. In the present 

study an attempt has been made to analyze the seismic behavior 
of RCC and steel frames using Etabs2016.The high self-weight 
ind brittleness of concrete is not favorable to seisnmíc pronec 

structures whereas stecl structures are 60% lesser in weight 

through they can withstand earthquake more effectively 
the concrete structures. Aim of the study to compare the seismic 
performance of C+6 frame for both steel and RCC and to 

introduce the container into the steel frame and analyze its 
seismie response. For current study all frames are analyzed 
under equivalent static method. In this comparative study it is 
concluded that steel frames are most effective than the concrete 

building purposes reduces the need for newest materials uscd 

in conventional construction. I is well cstablished that 

containcrs are produced in the same standard dimensions with 

some inbuilt properties, which makes thcm a spectactular 

modular structural component. The recent use of prefabricated 

shipping containers may be a substitute of traditional timber- 

framed construction. Siccl arc designed to carry and bear very 

high loads, as well as resist to aggrcssive environmenls In this 

project we are doing the seismic analysis of the Git6 building. 

Many RCC structures proved to be inconvenicnt in many case 
like ductility, time period, base shear etc. The analysis and 

validation of these factors are done in the project to compare 

the RCC structure with steel structure like contaner houe 40 

as it has the highest strength to weight ratio. feet long containers are introduced and sCismic analy sis is 

done, so that the container house can be provcd lo be süle in 

seismic zones. Cargo containers are nmanufactured Irom 

weathering steel. Weathering steel includes alloying clemenis 

that affect the materials corrosion procedure. Weathering sleel 
creates an amorphous inner layer that protects the integrity of 

the stecl against external harmful agents. Figure 1.1shows the 
placement of the layer as well as its compesitron. The 
continuity of the layer also adds to the protection of the steel. 

Keywords-Stecl frame; RCC frame; Seismic Analysis; 
ETABS2016; IS 1893:2002 

I. INTRODUCTION 

There are tons of empty containers out there waiting to be 

reused or recycled. Due to recent development of 

technological innovation, reuse of shipping containers for

home building usage might deserve further investigation 
between its other usages. Promising cases of transforming 
containers to youth center, classroom, emergency shelter, 
office, house and hotel are emerging around the world each 

year. This would be a kind of offset in a way, which could 

result in greener and healthier coastlines without creating 
another issue in landfill. However, the matter is how to 

transform those containers sustainably for homebuilding 
purposesin a way that makes our society greener and 
healthier. In India most of the people approached towards the 
concrete structure instead of steel as they find concrete as 

convenient and cost effective in nature. But as India is 

II. LITERATURE GAP 

RCC Frame structure is requiring more ime period 

compared to steel structures like container house.Base shear 

for RCC structures is more compared to steel structures.re 

time period due to increased weight of RCC.Seismic weight of 

RCC frame structure is more than steel frame structure. 
Because of its greater dense cross-section of structural 

member.RCC structure has less strength and duetility.Steel 
structure have very low insulation. Steel buildings sheould be 

proven to be safe in seismic prone areas. 

becoming worlds second most populous country and the area 

1s just limited then vertical hike is in the building construction 

iS very necessary. So, for construction of this multistoried 

building steel can be a truly effective material in all 

engineering aspect. The use of steel as a core construction 

material is not yet become prevalent in India as it is in other 

developing where maximum construction both commercial 
and residential high rise structures are being built of steel. It. 
This paper emphasized to prefer steel frame over the RCC as 
it perform far better than RCC under the seismic loading. 
Some people might not have any idea that shipping containers 
can be used as home building materials. Steel for house 

I1. OBJECTIVE 

To prove by validation that. Ductility is more lior sleel 
structures is more than RCC struclures. Sirength is more for 

sleel structures is more than RCC structures. Base shear is 

more for steel structures is more than RCC structures. Value 
of highest time period is more for RCC structures than stecl 
structures. Lateral forces are withstanded more by steel 
struchures than RCC structures. To implemcnt this validated 
steel frame structure is required. To provide seismie or 

dynamic loading using E Tabs to show thal steel buildings are 

safe in seismic zone too. 
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Abstract Travel ctficicncy and traltic safcty of non- 

signalized intersections are two main objectives considered in 

traffic management and control. Trallic analysis at non- 

signalized intersections has always been a dillicult process to 

carry out with the ever-increasing volume of vehicles. 

uruppanthara junction is a four-lcgged intersection situated 

at Kottayam district in Kerala. The incffective signaling and 

lack of space ieads to loug queues in the intersection and 

improper positioning of bus bays in the intlucnce zone of the 

junction cause heavy trafic congestion during peak hours. 

The focus of the study is to investigate the current situation 

and to develop two modcls of intersections and comparing 

each other and choosing the most elficient intersection model. 

Seeking appropriate control mechanisms with the help of 

traffic simulation software is an effective way to solve the 

problem. By using VISSIM microsinulation software we 

created two models and ran simulations vwith signals fitted to 

each model and compared the queue length and suggested 

that model for long-term solution for the trip makers at 

Kuruppanthara junction. 

make a Joumcy arc all autonmatically assessed and 

assimilated. A microsimulaton modcl Is fundamentally 

quite simple. Concerning specd and lane choicc cach 

individual vehicle follows he road align1ment and 

constantly makes decisions. It must decide which way to 

turn at the end of the road. and also it must wait for a 

suitable gap in the traffic before moving out. Such a 

simulation can be implenmented using a simple car model 

and clementary physics involving cquations of motiuon 

Traffic flow software has becn àvailable in almost its 

current form since the 1960s. lts function is quite Simple: 

build a computerized model of a road system and load it 

With vehicles representing the demand on that system The 

software then enables the uscr to adjust the road netw ork 

description or travel demand within the model so that it 

represents what is observed on the road. The model s then 

used to predict what will happen in the future if the road 

network or travel demands changc. 

S-Paramics (2006) is one example of a number vt 

similar microsimulation software packages. All are 

designed to perfom a similar task. S-Paramics. Aimsun 

(2006) and Vissim (2006) are the most well-knuwn. S- 

aramics is bascd on research from Fritzsche (1994) with 

modifications derived from the experience of using il on 

many transport planning projects (Duncan and MeArthur, 

1997). Recent research from the USA into driver behav ior is 

also contributing to internal behavior models (NGSim. 

2006). S-Paramics is a discrete time step based simulation 

where the time step is commensurate with a driver's 

reaction time. At each time step Drivers make a sel of 

decisions about what they will do in the future at each time 

step. It is the interaction between individuals that allows 

microsimulation to represent the flow of traftic on a road 

system. 
This paper 

introduces the application of VISSIM 

software, in the design and testing of a model of uraftie light 

controlled intersection. The main aim ol this paper is to 

propose two intersection madels leading to the eliminaton 

of congestion during peak hour. VISSIM Is a micrscopic 

multi-modal traflic low smulalion soltware developed by 

PTV Planung Transport Verkehr AG in Karlsruhe, 

Gemany. VISSIM was first developed in 1992. The latest 

version of VISSIM is PTV VISSIM 21 releascd in 2021 and 

we have used this version in our project. VISSIM is a 

software that can be used to analyze private and public 

vehicles even under constraints such as lane anfiguraNBE 

Keywords: VISSIM, Intersections, Traffic simulation, 

Quene length 
I. INTRODUCTION 

With the increase in car ownership, which causes 

temible traffic jams and low transport efficiency, urban 

traffic is becoming more oppressive. The sudden increase in 

population and urbanization of the country lead to a very 

unauthorized and inefficient road network with poor 

utilization of roads and faulty designs. Very often we see 

traffic congestion, accidents, unauthorized parking and 

inadequate road widths with very low capacity. We need 

more efficient road designs in order to minimize traffic 

congestions and accidents, and ensure better flow of traffic. 

Traffic simulation software plays an important rolein 

designing road models. Its output serves wo purposes; to 

present a visual image of the predicted trafic suitable for 

public presentation and to provide quantitative answers to 

differentiate between the levels of service offered by the 

road design options. 
Microsimulation is a relatively new technique for 

representing road traffic flow, in which the actions of every 

individual vehicle are evaluated at sub second intervals. 

Their journeys through the road network are derived by 

analyzing their interactions with the road network, the 

traffic control systems, and with the other vehicles on the 

network. The random wait for a gap in trafic, the clustering 

of vchicles and the variance in the length of time required to 
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Abstract-The conventional mode of transportation of people consists of four unique typcs and that are rail, road, water, and air. These modes of transport tend to be either relatively sio expensive, or a combination of both. Hyperioop is a ncw mode of transport that seeks to change this pattern by being both fast andinexpensive for pcople and goods. Hyperloop is a proposrd node of passenger and frcight transportation that propcls a capsule-likevehicke through a ncar-vacuum tube at more than 

airline speed. Passengers may cnter and exit Hyperloop at stations located eitherat the ends of the tube, or branches along the tube length. it quickly becomes apparent just ho dramaticalty the Hyperloop could change transportation, road 
congestion and minimize the carbon footprint globally. The 
purpose of this study was to determine the user acceptability of hyperloop. However, user acceptability is important for the 
enforcement and widespread useof these technical innovations. 
An online study on the acceptability of hyperloop based on 
quantitative data of a sample presented. The resuits shon a 
remarkably high level of overall intention to use the hyperloop public transport system in Kerala in the future. 

The key chalienge of this study is that most porential users 
are not cuTently aware of hyperloop technology and ts 

development. Thercfore. it is of particuiar interest t examine how diflcren1 kvcs uf user ámuwhdge sheut 
hyperloop affcctits ov erall acrptability. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Potla Jithendra (2018) investigated that the hyperloop is 
thencw mode of transportation alongside road, rail. air and 
water. The study reveals the theorctical evaluation of the 
curentmaglev as wcl as the evacuated tub technokgy and 
concluded that the Hypcrl»p is fcasible if properly 
designed. It has thepotcntial t» be much more cificeni 
terms of energy usage ofpods traversing down the ude. 
Auihor came out with a rNuithat the iransportaton o 
passcngers can be possibly done in avery leas iime at 

cheaper rates. Further improvements in thistechnoogy can 
lead to more reduction in price with greater sustanab1lity Kegwords-Hyperloop; Propels; Vacuum Tube; Capsule 

Wang Zhiqiang and Huang Yage (2017) use questonnane 
survey method. colleeted data ton Suzhuu metr 
passengers and evaluated data to common dy namic 

guidance infomat:on.hased on the surney result. anal rd 
the availability. clarity andcomprehensibility characteristis 
of dynamic guidance infonnation in vanivus medum Their 
analysis find that metro passengers have certain expectatiun 
on the dynamic guidance information's etfect. hoping 
accompanied by perfert dynamic information during the 
ravel prOCess to mprove the senvice experienc. The 

analysis shows that paengers age. aduration level and 
taken subway's frequency will aftect it's dynamic guidance 
way's acceptability, but not oulstanding. 

NTRODUCTION 

The Hyperloop is a concept for high-speed transportation. 
consistingg uf capsules traveling at high speeds in a tube with 
near vacuum pressure. Imagine travelling from 
Thiruvananthapuram to Kasaragod in one hour without 
boarding a plane and with no waiting time or emissions. 
These are the ambitious targets of hyperloop. a radical 
mobility innovation currently under development. The core 
technology of the hyperloop is based onvehicles designed to 
transport people in low-pressure tubes, accelerated by a 

maynetic levitation belt. Hyperloop technology presents 
opportunities for shortened iravel time, a lower 
infrastructure footprint and an exceptionally low use of 
energy. Virgin Hyperloop One (VHI), a technology 
company with headquarters located in California, United 
States. has developeda full-scale test facility that uses the 
core elements of hyperlooptechnology. Key factors for the 

successful introduction of the hyperloop as a mass 
iransportalion solution include overcoming technical and
economic challenges, as well as gainingacceptability among 
potential users. However, research on users perspectives 
ioward hyperloop technology remains scarce. Theaim of 
this study is to generate a deeper understanding of user 
acceptability of hyperloop technology by identifying users 
willingness to use this mode of transportation and the factors 
that support user acceptability or rejection of the new 

technolog8y. 

S Roopa and M.S. Rani (2017) have studied the 

questionnaires that are frequently used in quantitatare 
marketing research andsocial rescarch. They achieved the 
purpose of questionnaireresearcher need to put in pkke vt 

reliability and validity. fomatof the questionnaire. logcal 

arrangement. knowledge. cBass1ficatwn behavur. 
percepiion of question. keng1h and ouput t th 

questionnaire. They reveals in depth infonmation about 
requisites like constructing a questionnan. plot tcstng 
them, standardizing then1 and relramng the par qustn 
and provide an estimate of the merage me cadh 

questionnaine will taken to conplet 
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Waste Glass Powder as Partial Replacement of Cement-Review Amurutha Raj *Mary Divyu.C J,'Abel Biju, *Ajith Cherian Jacob, 'Adithya Viswambaran 
3Students, Department of Civil Engineering, Mangalam College of Engineering. Kerala. Inha 

Assistant Professor, Departinent of Civil Engineering, Mangalnm College »f Fngncering, Kerala., India ABSTRACT - Sale disposal of the huge nmount of wnste ghss 
das decome a serlons environnentnl concern in many countrles. 
Plastie is gonerated in arye qunntities all over the world.it ls 
helieved that the brenkdown ot plastie tnkes time of more than 
thousnnd yenrs. Improper plastic waste management leads to 
several environmental and health h»znrd. On the other hand, 
the production of concrete uses huge nmount of nuturnl 
resources and adds greenhouse gnses to the environment. Therefore, researchors havo been working on the reuse of wnste 
glass as a supplenventary cementitious material in thc produetion of cement, mortar and conerete. Glass is principnlly composed of silica Use of milled waste gluss in concrete as 
partial replacement of cment could be m important step 
towards development of sustainable infrastructure systenis.ln 
this rescarch compressive strength and tlow tests on mortar and conerete were carried out by ndding 0-25% ground glass in 
which 

repacement levels. With inerease in glass nddition mortar fNow wns slightly inerensed while a minor elfeet on concrete workability was noted. As with mortar, concrete cube samples were prepared nd tested for strength. The compressive strength test result indicated that recycled glass mortar and conerete gave better strength compared to control samples. A 10% replacement of rement with waste glass was found convincing considering cost and the enviroument. 

day. So, there is a great need to use industrial waste products 
in an appropriate manner to reduce cost and environmental problems. 
composed of cement, line aggregate and coarse aggreyate 
mixcd with water, which hardens with limc. As per present 
world statistics, every ycar millions of tons of cemcnt arc rcquired in the construction sector. In conerele mainly Ordinary Portland Cement is used. In addition, huge quantity of energy is required for the production of cement 

Concrete is a construction material which is 

I1. SCOPF OF THE STUDY Use of glass powder as a partial replacement ol cement can improve the chemical. mechaniecal and physical properties of concrete use of glass is an environmental friendly aliernative to dumping it as a waste. It also reduces the consumptn of natural resources. By using waste glass. productum of cemem can be reduced and also cost of cement productaon tn be reduced. 

water to binder ratio is kept the same for all 

To control the environmental pollution. To produce low-cost concrete. 
Econonmical and profitable substitule to landfills. 

incinerator. 

Keywords: 
cementitious material, Compressive strength. 

Waste glass, Recycling, Supplementary II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
Dr. G Vijayakumar: The researcher was interested in finding out the mechanical propertics like comprcssive strength and 

tensile strength of conerete by replacing cement with 

I.INTRODUCTION 
spl 
waste glass powder. Cement manufacturing industry is one of 
the carbon dioxides emitting soures besides deforestation 
and buning of fossil fuels. The global cement indusiry contributes about 7a of greenhouse gas emission to the 
earth's atmosphere. In order to address environmental ellects 
associated with cement manufacturing, there is a necl to 
develop alternative binders to make conerete. Consequevtly. 
extensive research is on going into the use of cemenn 

replacements, using many waste materials and industral by 
products. Efforts have been made in the conerete indusiry to 
use waste glass as partial replacement of course or fine 
aggregates and cement. In this study. finely powdered waste 
glasses are used as a parlial replacemeni of cemeni in 
concrete and compared it with conventional eoncrete. Glass 
powder was partially replaced as 10%, 20. 30% and 40" 
and tested for its compressive, Tensile and lexural strength 
up to 60 days of age and were compared with those of 
conventional concrete; from the resulhs obtained. it is fund 
that glass powder can be used as cement replacement material 

upto particle size less than 75um to prevent alkali silica 

reaction. 

Million tons of waste glass is being generated annually all 
over the world. Once the glass becomes a waste it is disposed as landfills, which is unsustainable as this does not 
decompose in the environment. Glass is principally composed of silica. Use of milled (ground)waste glass in concrete as 

partial replacement of cement could be an important step 
toward development of sustainable (environmentally friendly, 
energy-eiticient and economical) infrastructure systems. The 
concept of recycling and sustainability has been introduced to 
maintain the level natural resources. Industrial wastes are 
being produced per annum by chemical and agricultural 
process in India. By the inclusion of industrial waste in 
concrete, the energy and the environment can be saved. The 
use of these by-products offers environmental advantages like 
divert the material from the waste stream, reduce the energy 
used in processing virgin materials, use of virgin materials, 
and decreases pollution During manufacturing of one ton of 
ordinary During manufacturing of one ton of ordinary 
Portland cement an equal amount of carbon-dioxide is 
released into the atmosphere which is harmful to the 
environment. So, there is a need to choose an alternative 

Also. the cost of cement is also steadily increasing day by 
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Ahstract The operational ability and ncceleration 
capability of heavy veBhicle are different as that of other smaller 
size vehicles and passenger car. An increasing number of heavy vehicles in urban traflic may result in relatively different 
traffic low characteristics. The purpose of this paper is to cxamine the study done by Chang-Gyun Roh etal. (2011) , 
who investigated the effects of Heavy Vehicles on trallic flow 
using real-time AVC data nnd to analyse the relationship 
behween average specd, HV ratio, INow rate, and the number of 
lanes. The work examines the impact of heavy vehicle 
movement on measured highway traflic characteristies 
detail. In order to analyse the impact of heavy vehicles (HV) on 

highway traflic flow and density, real-time Automatie Vehicle 
Classification (AVC) data was collected for different major 
highways (four-lane and six-lane and eight-lane respectively) in 
Seoul Metropolitan area, South Korea, for a period of 2 
months. The observations showed that the average speed 

highways in Seoul, South Korea. The unique factor was the 
difference in number of lanes in the selected highways. four, 
six and cight lanes respectively Hence various 
cnvironmental and traftic conditions were provided to study 
the traffic dynamics between HVs and other passenger cars 
16,17. The main objectives were: 
1. To analyse the iinpact of heavy vehicle ratu in 

reduction of overall traftic spccd. 
To study the effect of Now. specd. volume and number 
of lane-changing movements of the highway on the 

impact of heavy vehieles. 
To examine the HV traffic low pattern hasced m 

number of highway lanes 

2. 

. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

decreased with the flow rate inerease of flow rate and HV ratio The works begins with site selection tor data collectn 

for the highways. Piezo-electric sensors are used in the roads. for the 
movement of traffic and to identify the dillerent categories 
of vehicles passing through. The AVC systems are installed 
on the roads and as the vehicles passing through the road. 

the system would detect the number of axles on the vehicle. 

vehicle speed and traffic volume. Before being used for 

further analysis, the data gathered is sereencd for errors. 

When an error is detected, all 5-minute data before and alier 
that point in the data is deleted. Time is not included in the 
research data sets. Any data collected during heavy rain or 
bad weather was excluded due to high probability of 
inaccuracies. 

Keywords-Heavy vehicles (HVs), Highway, Trajfic Jlow 
parameters. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
With advancements and innovations in society, the need for 

heavy vehicles, used for purposes like transportation of 
goods and personnel, have risen. Heavy vehicles (HV) such 
as buses. trucks, recreational vehicles (RV) etc. affect the 
Iraffic flow more than other vehicles. Although heavy 
vehicles comprise a small proportion of traffic stream, they 

have an important effect in traffic flow and produce a 

disproportionate effect particularly during heavy traffic 
conditions The presence of heavy vehicles in traffic 
slrongly influences various traffic parameters, depending on 
its percentage. These vehicles are bigger in size, generally 
have a lower rate of acceleration, resulting in slow speed of 
these vehicles and hence affecting smaller vehicles. Drivers 
of small vehicles are forced to either comply by decreasing 
their speed and following the large vehicles, or resort to 
change lanes to drive around them. Highway Capacity 
Manuals (HCM) have integrated a way to solve the problem 
of mixed uraffic by using passenger car equivalents 
(PCEs)" These units can be used to convert a mixed 
highway tralfic flow into an equivalent standard passenger 
car traffic flow. This method can trigger speed variations and
change the features of uraffic flow on highways,

A. Data Collection 
According to Roh et al (2011). the impact of large vehicles 
on traffic was examined using collected data included high 
traffic volume and various ratios of heavy vehcles on the 
highways. The piezoelectrie sensor with AVC sy stem 
collecting the traffie information distinguished the various 
types of vehicles in the traffie flow. The axle weight of 
vehicles which pass through the sensor generate electrie 
charges that measures the number of axles, thus recognising 
the vehicle category. These sensors are also able to measure 
the speed of the vebicles.
B. Determination of Study Area 
Data was collected from various suitable sites. The siles 
should be straight sections with level terrain and withoul 
having any in luence ofaccess pointis. intersections or traffic 
control devices up to S00 meters in either direction. The 

finalised sites were (I) four-lane highway (Scoul- 
Chuncheon Expressway) (2) six-lane highway (the 
Pyeongtaek-Jecheon Fxprevsw ay) (3) eight-lane highuay 
(Gyeongbu Expressway). 

LITERATURE REVIEW 
For conducting this study, Chang-Gyun Roh elal. (2011) 
collected a large amount of traffic data over a 2-month 
duration from August to September 2011 on three major 
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AbstractThis paper deals with the revicw of structural 
hehavior of irregular building for dilferent plans like 
rectangular,C,L and shape. Modeling of 15. stories 
RCCframed building to be a done on the ETABS software for 
analyze. 
maximum story displacement arc computed and then compared for all the analyzed structure. 

SiVA NAVEEN E (2018) also studied the dynanic analysis 
of irregular buildings under earihquake loads.The structural 
behavior of multi -story frames with singlc and combination 

of irregularities.Help ncorporating abnwrmalities 
structures without compromising ther perlormanee the 
regular and irregular models. The ldea a 
spectrum analysis was conducted to clarify these models by 
taking the results of maximum displacement, intcr-story drift. 
and story shcar to compared. Responsc spectnum method 

allows a clear understanding of the contribution of different 
modes of plans.lt is also uscful for approximate cvaluation of 
seismic reliability of structurcs. 

maximum shear forces, bending moments, and 

he rcsponse 

Kcywords: lrregular building, ETABS software, sheur force, tory displacement,story drift. 

INTRODUCTION 

ETABS provides both static, and dynamic analysis for a 
wide range of gravity, thermal and lateral loads. Dynamic 
analysis may include seisnmic response spectrum or 
accelerogram time history. This analysis mainly deals with 
the study of a rectangular, L, C and I shaped plan using 
ETABS 

From the above papers the problem, was learnt, analy7ed and 
solved. Thispaper, focused on the dynamic analysis ol an 

irregular buildings using grid slabs for different plan 
configurations. The topic which we are doing has very few 

articlespublished 

The behaviour of any building depends on the arrangement of 
structures present in it.Irregularity in structures is alack of 

symmetry or eccentricity between geometry,mass,stiffness 

etc.irregularities are introduced in real design for both 
aesthetic and utility.lregularities in the distribution of mass, 
stifiness, and geometry along the height of the building 
grouped as vertical irregularities.The system having physical 
discontinuityis termed as irregular building. 

METHODOLOGY 

A. Modelling of RCC frames 

An RCC framed structure is an assembly of slabs, heams. 

columns, and foundations inter-connected to cach other. as a 
unit. The load transfcr mechanism in these structures Is from 

A 32m x 24m 15- stories structure having 4m x 4m bays are 

modeled using ETABS. The height of each story is taken as 
3m. making the total height of the structure 45m. Loads 
considered are accepted by the IS-875(Partl, Part2), 1S- 
1893(2002) code.and combinations are acc. to IS-875(Part5). 

slabs to rays. from beams to eolumns. and then.ultimatcly. 
from columns to the foundation, which in turnpasses the load 
to the soil. In this study. we have adopted four cases: 

a) Rectangular Plan 
b) L-shape Plan 
c)l-shape Plan 
d) C-shape Plan 

Fig. 1: Plans of buuldings Analysis of the structure, maximum shear forces, bending 
moments, story drift, and maximum story displacement, are 
computed and then compared for all the analyzed system. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Abhay guleria studied the structural analysis of multi-storey 
irregular building with different plans, It emphasizes on the 
structural behavior of multi-storey buildings for different plan 
configurationslikerectangular, C, L, and I shape. Help to give 
an idea about the story overturning moment varies inversely 
with storey height. Dynamic analysis, mode shapes are 
generated, and it can be asymmetrical plans undergo more 
deformation thansymnetricalplans. Modeling is to be done 
by using this journal. 
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AAstractBridge is cexceptional type of structures whieh are characterizod by thcir simplicity in geometry and loading condition. The prescnce of skew in a bridge makes the nnalysis and design of the bridge conmplex. Design of bridges by using skew angle is becoming more useful 
there is a necd for more rescarch to study the elfect of skew angle on the dehavior of skewed bridges such as shear force, bending mement, torsion and other parameters. Reinforced conerete T 
Beam girder of various skew angle (0°, 15°, 30°) with two lane 
carriageway is considered in this analysis. The analysis is done 
using STAAD Pro Software. The skew angle is taken at an interval 
of I5° starting from 0° up to a maximum of 30°. The analysis result 
is present in teams of bending moment, torsion moment, shenr 
force and dellection for T- Beam girder. After the end of the study conclusion will be made by comparison with a skew bridge with 
regular bridge. 

the engineering community, so . . 

Keywords-Skew bridge, staad.pro skew angle, girder 
I. INTRODUCTION 

Fig. 1 Skew bridge showing skew parameters Bridges are great symbols of humanity's conquest of space. 
They are the enduring expressions of humank ind's 
determination to remove all bariers in its pursuit of a better and 
more accessible world. Bridges are lifelines to humanity to 
connect two communities which are separated by streams, 
valleys, railroads, etc. All the physical forces of nature and 
gravity should be understood with mathematical precision, such 
forces have to be resisted by manipulating the suitable materials 
in the correct pattern. Hence the design and building of bridges 
require both the inspiration of an artist and the skill of an 
artisan. Scientific knowledge about materials and structural 
Behavior has expanded tremendously, and computing 
techniques are now widely available to manipulate complex 
theories in innumerable ways quickly. 

In skew slabs. the load path tends to take a short cut thruyh the 
strip of the area connecting the obtuse-angled corners and the 
slab primarily bends along the line joining the obtuse-ungled 
corners. The width of this primary bending strip is a function of 
skew angle and aspect ratio (skew span: width of the deck). The 
areas on either side of the strip do not transfer the load directly 
to supports, but only to the strip as a cantilever. The load is 

transferred from the strip to the support over a defined length 
along the support line and then eventually yets redistribuled 
over the whole length. The load transler mechanism is shown 
in Fig. 2. 

The Bridge is a structure that covers a gap; generally these 
structures will carry a road or railway over an obstacle such as 

natural or artificial obstacles like a canal, river or roadway or 

railway. The Bridge is the most significant component of a 
transporting system and it is corresponding to the 
responsibilities in carrying a force flow of transport. These 
siructures are classified based on the distribution of forces in 
the design such as shear, compression, tension and moment. 

2. SKEW BRIDGE 

Skewed bridges are commonly used to cross roadways. 
waterways. or railways that are not perpendicular to the bridge 
at the intersection. Skewed bridges are characterized by their 
skew angle, defined as the angle between a line normal to the 
centerline of the bridge and the centerline of support which is 
shown in Fig. 1. 

Fin 21 nad transfer merhanism af skew deck slah
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Kottayam AbstractThis paper is about the seismie analysis of 

building. The aim of seismic design is to protect the buildings 
and reduee the damages occur througlh the seismic event. There 
were niany studies are donc to resist earthquakes. Providing 
base isolation and damper in building have greater impnet to 

resist earthquake. The principle of base isolation is to alter the 
response of the building structure so that ground below can 

u move easily without transmitting these motion forces to the 
building structure above. Using damper it dissipates a 

signisicant portion of induecd cnergy so that damage to the 
building reduces. In the present study, alive story RCC building 
is analyzed according to IS Code for seismic analysis by ETABS 
software. In this study a several conditions are taken irst 
considering a normal building, base isolated building, building 
with damper and building with base isolation and damper. 

shear was varying according to the SEAOC recommcndation. 
Three different type of time history. posl-earthquake record 
were sclected to perform nonlinear dynamie analysis for lixed 
base and base isolated structure Results were comparcd lo 

25% and 50%of the specilied lateral foree by SEAOC The performance of building was checked for different lateral 
forces 

Todd W Erickson, presented response of the industrral 
structure under seismic forces, building was designcd according to IBC Code. Theresults of superstructure under dynamic loading were found out for an elastic response All problems related to design analysis. placement of solator are comparatively discussed Keywords:- Seismic, base isolation,damper,ETABS. 
Enrique Luco, determined the soil structure interaction effect 
on base isolated building The results showed that the deformation of an inclastic structure is higher when the soil 
effect has taken into consideration 

INTRODUCTION Seismic is the factor which generate a lateral forces applied on the base of the structure. The objective of the seismic design is to protect important facilities such as hospitals museums and official buildings etc. In base isolated structure, the energy due to earthquake is dissipated by applications of dampers for vibration control of structures. 

isolators before travelling through the structure from base to roof. Thus the lateral force resulting an earthquake which is applied on structural elements including nonstructural elements are low in base isolation system compared to conventional construction system. Base isolation define as structural elements that should separate a superstructure from its substructure. Damping also plays a vital rolein Earthquake resistant design, which decreases the response of the building when they are exposed to lateral force. The fluid viscous dampers are the more applied tools for regulating responses and dissipating energy of the structures. 

Vajreshwari Umachagi et.al presents an overvicw on 
The review includes different types of dampers like metallie dampers, viscoelasticdampers. frictional dampers ctc.t concludes that use of seismie control systems has inereased but choosing best damper and installing it into a building is very important for reducing vibration in structures when subjected to seismic loading 

III. LEAD RUBBER BEARING 
A variety of isolation devices ineluding elastumerie bearings (with and without lead core). frictional/sliding bearings and roller bearings have been developed .and used practically for a seismic design of buildings during the last 25 years. Among the various base isolation system. the lead rubber bearing had been used extensively. Iteonsists of alternative layers of rubber and sleel plates with one or more lead plugs thal are inserted into the holes. Due tw lateral forces the lead core deforms, yields at low level of shear stresses approximately to 80 1o 10 Mpa at normal 

temperature, so the lcad bcaring lateral stiffness is 
significantly reduced. One of the feature of lead core is that it 
can recrystallize at normal temperature and will not eneounter 
the problems of fatigue failure under eyclie loadings 

I1. LITERATURE REVIEw 
At first base isolation was registered as a patent in 1800's, with Lead Rubber Bearing (LRB) providing high flexibility and damping. The natural rubber has been has been used for since 1840's through the process of material development synthetic rubber or poly-tetra-fluoro-ethylene(PTFE)which is developed by DuPont was used, and designed for 50 years or 

more H.W.Shenton compared and analyzed relative results of 
fixed based and base isolated structure. The concrete fíx base 
structure was designed by referring structural agencies association of California (SEAOC).The base isolated 
response was compared with fixed base response. The base 
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Abstract: Framed structures constructed on hill slopes show 

different structural behaviour than on the plain ground. Since 

these buildings are unsynimetrical in nature, hence attract 

large amount of shear forces and torsional moments, and 

show unequal distribution due to varying column lengths. In 

this study. two different contigurations of hill buildings have 

been modelled and analysed using ETABS v 9.0 finite element 

code. A parametric study has been execute, in which hill 

buildings are geometrically varied in height and length. In all, 

eighteen analytical nmodels have ben subjected to seismic 

forces along and across hill slope direction and analysed by 

using Response Spectrum Method. The dynamic parameters 

obtained from analyses have been discussed in terms of shear 

forces induced in the columns at foundation level, 

fundamental 

These shecar walls have different applications such as a 

vertical cantilever in the form of separate planner walls and 

as non-planner assembles of connectcd walls around 

elevator, service shaft and stair. Shear walls liave becn the 

most common structural elemcents used for stabilizing the 

building structures against lateral forces. Their very high 

in-plane stiffness and strength makes them ideally suitcd 

for bracing tall buildings. The usefulness of shear walls in 

framing of buildings has long been accepted In the present 

study three dimensional modelling of two different 

configurations of hill buildings has becn undertaken and 

the cffect of plan aspect ratio has becn parametrically 

studied by varying plan dimcnsions and hcight «of the 

models. Results have been discussed in terms of static and 
time periods, maximum top storey 

displacements, storey drifts and storey shear in buildings, and 

compared within the considered configurations of hill 

buildings. At last, the suitability of different configurations of 

hill buildings has been suggested.As per analysis, as the 

number of bay increases seismic performance of the building 

increases. So in every cases it is not possible to increase the 

number of bays. So in order to overcome this problem, we are 

providing shear walls in every corner.A well designed system 
of shear wall in building frame improves seisnmic performance 

significantly 

dynamic 
induced in the columns at foundation level. fundamental 

properties of buildings such as shear forces 

time period, maximum top storey displacements. storey 

drifts and storey shcar in buildings and compared with in 

the considered configurations of hill buildings. And then 

shear walls are provided at the corners and compere the 

maximum top storey displacement. 

2. METHOD OF ANALYSIS 

Three dimensional space frame analyses of step-back 

setbackconfigurations of hill buildings involving the effect 

of plan aspect ratio have been camried out by parametrically 

varying plan and height of the models. The seismic analysis 
is carried out by using equivalent static approach and 

response spectrum method using finite element code 

ETABS v 9.0, and seismic parameters sueh fundamental 

time period, maximum top story displacement, story shear. 

story drift and column shear at ground level in each 

direction, i.e. along slope and across slope of hill. are 

determined using SRSS modal combination and compared 
within the considered contigurations. Concrete. as 

constituent material. is assumed to he homogenous, 

Key words: Hill builáings, Step-back and Step-back setback, 

Response Spectrum method, Earthquake analysis,Sheur vwall. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the last centuryEconomic development of hill areas has 

led to the re-examination of building style, optimum use of 
construction materal and construction method. Due to 

scarcity of the plain land on hills, houses built on steep 

slopes. pose special structural and construction problems. 
RC framed structures constructed on hill slopes show 

different structural behaviour than on the plain ground. 
Because of sleep slopes, buildings are construcled 

generally in step-back configuration, though a combination 
of step-back and setback buildingconfiguration is also 
comnon. There is a development of torsional moments due 
to the unsymmetrical nature of these buildings and 
eccentricity caused by the difference in the alignments of 
the centre of mass and stiffness at each floor. When the 

isotropic and elastic in nature with modulus of elasticity 
and Poisson's ratio of conerete as 25000 N.mnm2 and valuc 

of Poisson's ratio is O.2. The yield stress of reinforcement 
steel is taken as 415 MPa. For seismic analysis, the floor 
system in the all the configurations is modelled as rigid 
frame diaphragm and beam and column members modelled 
as two node beam elements. The foundation in all the 

building is subjected to seismic forces an increase in the 
stress concentration has also been reported at the location 
of setbacks.A significant amount of research work has been 
done involving hil buildings. Past research have described 
diferent problems and suggested different techniques 
conceming mathematical modelling formulation and lateral 
load analysis of step-back and setback buildings.A shear 
wall structure is considered as one whose resistance to 
horizontal loading is provided entirely by shear walls. 

models is assumed to be fixed support system. The 
torsional effects and accidental eccentricity is considered in 
the analysis as per rccommendations of Indian codei 
1893 (Part 1): 2002. 
2.1 Geometrical properties 
All the models have sane geometrical andinaierial
properties, and rest on the sameincination oTOund 
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4hstractthis paper focuses on design optimization by studying 
the performance vs cost relationship of X-bracings using 
SAP2000 for an open ground storey structure during seismic 
loading. Brocings are provided to arrest laterul stress and 
prevent swaying of the given structure. The open ground storey 
creates a soft storey condition. 

Kewords-0pen ground storey: sofl storey; brucing: lateral 

stress, cost 

INTRODUCTION 
Steel braced frame is one of the structural systems used to 

resist earthquake and wind loads in multistoried buildings. 

Many existing reinforced concrete buildings need retrofit to 

overcome deficiencies to resist seismic loads. The use of 

steel bracing systems for strengthening or retrofitling 

seismically an inadequale reinforced concrete frane is a 

viable solution for enhancing earthquake resistance. Steel 

bracing is economical, easy to erect, occupies less space and 
has the flexibility to design for meeting the required strength 
and stiffness. Table 2 shows the position of steel bracing 

Fig 1: Base nodel of G-3 

Fig I shows a Git3 Storcy building with 5 bays in X &Y 

directions. Fixed restrains are provided at the bottom. 

Tablc2. 1Ditferen cascs ot pro iding hrac1ng 

II. MODELLING 
The building used for analysis is a four-storied RC 

building with a floor height of 3m as shown fig 1. The 

building is assumed to be located in a seismic zone V and the 

carthquake zone is plotted using fig 5. The table I provides 
data regarding the G+3 storey building. 

Sr.No. Designatiun Position of bracing 

Model 01 Without Bracing 

Model 02 Bracing thrvughuu 

Table I. Design data of G*3 storey building_ 
Content 

No. of Storey 
Floor Height 

Model (03 Storey (1-2+3 Description 
G+3 
3m 

Concrete(M25) & Reinforcement 

(Fe415)_ 
Cl-300mm«300mm All column of G.F 

&Outer column_ 
C2-280mmx280mm Interior column for 

Sr.No. 

Model 04 Stuurey t2+3) 

3 Material 
5 Model 05 Swrey Li) 

6 Model 06 Sturcy t3) 
Sie of Column 

Ist & Ind Floor 
C3-250mmx250mm Interior column for Model 07 Sturey ( 2 

lrd Noor 
230mmx450mm_ Size of Beam Model 0N Alemative direction 

The X-bracings are provided at the exterior parameler of the 
structure. Soil conditions arc considered medium stilf and a 
damping ratio of $u and the importance facteor laken is 
The loads are provicded as per IS 1893:2002 (Part 1). The 
structural data is the same for all the structures. 
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Abstract-Buiidings suffer ch less damages in earthquake 
than buildings with irregular contigurations having simple 
regular geometry and uniformly distributed mass and stilfness 
in plan as well as in clevation. In the present study, an attempt 
has been made to analyze the seismie behavior of G+9 regular 
building and an irregular re-cntrant corner building in zone 
seismic zone using Etabs 2016. Irregularity can be vertical as 
well as horizontal. Vertical irregularities can be classilied into 

four depending upon the distribution of mass, strength, stifness 
and vertical setback. Horizontal irregularities are those with 

asymmetrical plan shapes, re entrant corners, diaphragm 
discontinuity and also irregular distribution of mass, strength, 
and stiffness along plan. Parameters such as base shear and time 
period are found out for the regular building. Base shear, time 
period, overturning moment and maximum storey displacement 
of re-entrant corner irregular building is found out. From this 
study. it is concluded that the re-entrant corner irregular 
buildings have much lower base shear force produce under 
earthquake forces as compared with the regular building with 
same structural configurations.. As a future scope seismic 

response of more re-entrant corner models with same structural 
details can be found and comparison can be done. 

than 70 per cent of the storey ahove. then the storey Is lerincd 

as soft storey. Strenglh irregularity and sctback srregularity 

referring to sudden changc of strength and geometry results in 

irregular distribution of forces or distribution over the height 
of the building. Horizontal irregularities are those wilh 

asymmetrical plan shapes, re entrant corners. diaphragm 

discontinuity and also iregular distribution of mass. strength. 
and stiffness along plan. An I-. U-, F- or other in pan shapcd 

building where two wings may oscilate outl-of-phase. lcadng 
to large shcar stresses in floor and or rool diaphragms. If the 

plan setback is at least 15 » of both plan dimensions. then the 

setback is considered to forma cntrant corner 
architectural planning. setbucks on the acde. eetums or 

parts placed at different angles. differenm plan sulutuons

compared to basic geometries to adapt to the land are common 

design choices. The shape of H. . T, U. Y. cross. or a 

combination of these forms are the typical exan1ples of 

building configuration which have projections or wings in 

plan constituting re entrant comers. The building corners 
formed inwards, or outwards are one of ihe most comion 

applications of geometric iregularities. Thesc applications iare 

subject to energy concentrations under the dynumic 
earthquake effects, resulting in severe stress concentration in 

the cormers. Maver (1970) and Peña and Parshall (2001) 
defined architectural design as a trial-and-error prucess, which 
consists of several variables related to economy. aesthetics. 
functionality. and strength. The architectural design provevs In 
the stage of construction where the various features of the 
building are identified. and decisions are made conceming 
building characteristics that atfect the buikling's structural 
behavior. In this phase, earthquake-resistant structure design 
should be considered if the structures are constructed in 

Keywords-Regular building; irregular building; re-entrant 
corner: Seismic Analysis; ETABS2016; 1S 1893:2002 

INTRODUCTION 

In this fast moving world, it is important to contribute 
more from the field of construction for a developing country 
like India. Demand of low rise buildings increases nowadays 
and within these buildings, irregular buildings comes due to 
inerease in aesthetic preference and structural demands. The 
multistorey residential buildings can provide higher nunber of 
houses and requires less space of land. Most buildings are 
constructed by irregular in both plan and vertical 
configuration. Buildings suffer much less damages in 
earthquake than buildings with imegular configurations having 
simple regular geometry and uniformly distributed mass and 

stiffness in plan as well as in elevation, Irregularity can be 
basically divided into vertical irregularity and horizontal 
irregularity. Verical irregularities can be classified into four 
depending upon the distribution of mass, strength, stiffness 
and vertical setback. As per IS 1893:2002, a storey in a 
building is said to contain mass irregularity if its mass exceeds 
200 percent than that of the adjacent storey. Ilf stiffness of a 
storey is less than 60 per cent of the adjacent storey; in such a 
case the storey is termed as weak storey, and if stiffness is less 

regions of high earthquake risk. A suitable stnuctural system 
for architectural and functional design is delermined by 
architects during the preliminary design phase. Architects 
need to comprehend the concepts of the necessary stnictural 
system and earthquake-resistant design tuo produce quality 

structures. Earthquakes usually cause damage to weak spots in 
the configuration of' a building. If the decisions taken in the 

architectural design phase, which are crucial for the building's 
behavior against earthquakes. are based on the rht 
information and using the righi nmethods, design success 
be increased. and a long-lasting and sustainable strèyj 
against earthquakes will be achieved. Al this poini 
possible to say that the most acceptabldesign MH 
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4dstract-Structural cngineers often come neross buildings, which exhibit certain degrees of plane symmetry. It may even exist in a nominally symmetrie structure, because of the 
uncertainty in the distribution of loor londs, unertainty in the 
evaluation of the center of mass and eenter of stiftness, 

carthquake Ground Motions (£QGMs) are the nost dangcrus 
natural hazards whcre both economic and life losses occur. 
Most of thc losses are due to building collapscs or damanges. 
An carthquake can cause damage not only on account of 

vibrations that result from them but also due to other chain 
inaccuracy in the measurement of dimensions of structural 
clements, or lack of precise data on the material properties. The 
performance of asymmetrie buildings under seisnmie excitation is 
very bad and its behavior is highly complex when compared to 

that of regular buildings. 'This paper focuses on the seismically 
induced torsion in symmctrie RC buildings. The equivalent 
Lateral Force Method is adopted as per 1S 1893(Part-1)-2002 
codal provisions to study the induced torsion. ETABS software 

package is used to earry all the statie and dynamie analysis by 

eeping these models in different seisnie z0nes from Zone 11 to 
Zone V. The discontinuities in a lateral force resistance path. 

effects like landslides, floods. fires. cte. Therefore. il is very 
important lo design the structures to resist. muoderate to severe 

EQGMs depending on ts site locatnon and the importance v 
the structure. If the cexisting building is not designed tor 

earthquake othen its retrofiting becomes important Rcal 

structures are almost always irregular. as perfect reyularity is 

an idcalization and it very rarely occurs. Structural 

irregularities may vary dramatically in nature and principle. 
are very difficult to define. Regarding buildings. tor practical 
purposes, major seismic codes distinguish bctwcen ireyulnty 
in plan and the clevation, but it must be realized that quite 
often structural irregularity is the result of a combinaton 
both. To identify the torsionally irregular structures. IS 
1893(Part-1)-2002 has given clear definitions of irregular 
buildings in Clause 7.1. An expression for the design 
eccentricity, which is very much needed for the analysis of 
torsionally unbalanced structures. is given in Clause 79 of the 
same. According to Clause 7.8.1, the method of analys1s to be 
used for a structure depends on its imegularity. in addition to 
the total height of the structure and the seismic zune where it 
is situated. To understand the importance of codal prun isons, 
which are specially meant for asymmetric buildings. an 
attempt is made in the present study considering various 
parameters, which are contributing to torsional iregularity. 

such as vertical offsets, are also considered here. The main 

framework involved studying the effeet of the irregular 
distribution of mass, asymmetric distribution of stifness, and 

irregular plan configurations and comparing it with the seismie 
response ofa regular structure. The results showed that Base 

shear and lateral displacement were inereasing with an inerease 

in the seismic intensity from Zone II to Zone V. Also the Base 

shear for mass irregularity is found more compared to all other 

irregularities. 

Keywords-Plan asymmetry; mass irregularity; irregular plan 

cunfigurution; ETABS, seismic response; RCC structures; IS: 
1893 (Part-l)- 2002. 

INTRODUCTION 

Seismic forees are caused by the inertia of the structure, 
which tries to resist the ground motions. As the shifting 
ground carries the building foundations along with it, inertia 
keeps the rest of the structure in place for a short while longer. 
The movement between two parts of the building creates 
force. equal to the ground acceleration, time and, mass of the 
structure. To have a minimum force, the mass of the building 
should be as low as possible since there can't be control on the 
ground acceleration. The point of application of this inertial 
force is the center of gravity of the mass on the floor of the 

building. Once there is a force, there has to be an equal and 
opposite reaction to balance this force. The inertial force is 
resisted by the building and the resisting force acts at the 
center of rigidity (CR) on each floor of the building. An 

Figure 1:Asymmetric Stnuwtures and their Collapse 

Onc of the greatest causes of damage to buildings has becn 
the use of improper architectural-structural contiguratons. 
Building configuration is an import:ant characteristic that 
affects building response. In more complex T-shaped oL 
shaped buildings. forces concentrate at the inside conrs 
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ABSTRACT 

The sustainability concept is emerged to maintain and strengthen "the ability of future 

generations to meet their own needs". The adaptive capacities of the world population 

can be strengthened by eradication of poverty and provision of healthy living conditions 

which takes the priority. This can be achieved by provision of education and basic 

infrastructure to the people, worldwide. Availability of high quality drinking water and 

assurance of hygienic safety is one of the most basic needs of any community, and 

subsequently a precondition of sustainable development of rural or municipal areas. 

Decentralized water management should be seriously taken into account in the present 

scenario of extremely varying climatic changes affecting the potential water resources of 

the world. Also the energy requirement of centralized water supply schemes is fueling 

the energy scarcity. Therefore, effective utilization of ground water resources can be the 

intelligent step the towards achieving sustainable living conditions. Additionally, the 

water demand in the agricultural industry has become an important concern, considering9 

that more than 70% of freshwater is used for crop irrigation. Desalination is considered a 

promising solution for water production challenges, but the sustainability of the same 

needs a detailed study. The treatment of waste water is another necessary criteria to 

satisty the basic demands of good quality water for human life and industrial use. In the 

present review, different methods of water treatment technologies are studied, to assess 

their contribution towards sustainable development. Water treatment technologies for 

drinking purpose, waste water purification and desalination were deliberated and the 

effectiveness of each in attaining sustainable habitat has been portrayed in this review. 

It was observed that sustainable technologies for water treatment can be a better 

solution to face the water scarcity challenges in the world as they are self-reliable while 

compared to other methods. 

Keywords- Sustainability, Ground water, Desalination, Waste water, Biocha. 
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Abstract 

The application of Multi-Linear Regression Analysis (MLRA) for 

strength prediction of concrete offers a technical guide for the designers. Strength 

characteristics of concrete are influenced by several parameters. In this study, an 

attempt has been made to predict the 28 days compressive strength of recovered 

coarse aggregate (RCA) incorporated concrete. An empirical model capable of 

predicting the compressive strength of recovered coarse aggregate (RCA) 

incorporated concrete is proposed. The empirical model consists of a rational 

polynomial equation having six independent variables. Mix proportioning 

elements were considered as the variables in the model. The developed empirical 

model is validated for conventional concrete and also for recovered coarse 

aggregate incorporated concrete. 28 trials were conducted with different mix 

proportions and the data obtained from the experimentation was utilized to 

develop the model. The developed model exhibits a reliable prediction of 

compressive concrete strength at 28 days with excellent efficiency. The predicted 

strength was in complete agreement with experimentally obtained values. 

Keywords: Concrete matrix, Multiple regression, Recovered Coarse 

aggregate (RCA), Strength modelling. 
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